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Introduction
There have recently been an increasing number of studies related to the thermal emission properties of microstructured surfaces and multilayered photonic structures [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . By tailoring the local optical density of states via excitation of coherent surface waves [2, 3, [8] [9] [10] 18] , microstructured surfaces can exhibit thermal properties not encountered in nature, such as coherent narrow-band thermal emission and highly-directional far-field radiation by grating momentum transfer coupled to a surface phonon polariton [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] 18] . Likewise, multilayered photonic crystal structures have shown to exhibit control of thermal emissive properties, when multiple Bragg scattering yields highly-directional, narrow-band thermal radiation [11] [12] [13] [14] with significant control over the spectral emissivity [15] [16] [17] . These grating structures have been demonstrated to produce highly polarized radiation [1] [2] [3] [4] 18] . Multilayer photonic crystals have also been investigated as discrete polarization-state emitters [19] , with one such study proposing a method to produce broadband circularly polarized (CP) emission via a complete polarization band gap [20] . Experimentally, broadband CP thermal emission has only been demonstrated to date using thermal excitation of a uniaxial anisotropic material, which is anisotropic because it is placed in a magnetic field [21] .
Because thermal infrared (IR) radiation from the natural environment is not CP, there are applications where it is desirable to produce broadband CP radiation. This could find utility in imaging polarimetry, allowing for selection of objects based upon their emitted state of polarization [22] [23] [24] . In particular, a low-profile conformal structure is desired that has a distinct CP broadband thermal emission characteristic. It has already been demonstrated that a planar frequency-selective surface (FSS) comprised of lossy dipole elements produces a linearly polarized (LP) field when thermally excited [25] . In this paper, we investigate ways to produce an analogous IR FSS structure for broadband CP radiation.
Coherence of cross-polarized thermally-emitted field components
While LP radiation can be produced by the dipole FSS arrangement of [25] , configuration of a structure with preferential radiation for CP is much more difficult because transverse coherence between two components of the electromagnetic field is required. Since thermal radiation is unpolarized [26] [27] [28] , this characteristic must be considered in the design of any potential CP FSS. The coherence properties of thermally emitted fields in the infrared (IR) spectrum are given by the Wolf coherence matrix of a time-dependent electromagnetic field 
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        (1) where the field terms E s,p denote the s and p -polarized components of the electric-field vector in the plane of the polarization ellipse, "*" denotes complex conjugation, and the brackets < > denote the ensemble average of the analytic signal taken over a successive series of measurements or time intervals [26, 28] . Equation (1) is representative of the timedependent irradiance that would be detected by broadband imaging methods, since the wavelength dependence is averaged for a broadband imager. Thus, Eq. (1) accounts for the information that would be available from images: spatial dependence of the time-averaged irradiance.
Evaluation of the matrix involves the co-polarized and cross-polarized irradiance, since each matrix element is an inner product between amplitudes of the same or orthogonal polarization components. With respect to polarized emissivity, the field amplitude can be taken as proportional the square root of the emissivity corresponding to either the s-or ppolarized state. Since the field amplitudes are inherently complex, the square root of the polarized emissivity would also be complex in value as well, so that Eq. (1) would be written as 
where the above formula can be re-written as (the dependence upon (x,y,t) is assumed) (4) where the variable δ is the phase shift between the two orthogonal components of the polarized emissivity. The Stokes vector gives a direct physical interpretation of the state of polarization of a given electromagnetic field. In each element of the Stokes vector, the irradiance associated with a particular state of polarization is quantified by the measured difference between orthogonal polarization states [26, 28] . Since we are working with polarized emissivity, we can express the Stokes vector components in terms of the emissivity corresponding to each measured polarization state, as shown in Eq. (4).
We now consider the cross-polarization coherence that must exist to yield a non-zero correlation between the cross-polarized components [3, 26, 28] . From Eqs. (2) and (3), one can readily discern the need for correlated cross-polarized components in order to obtain ± 45° LP or right-handed/left-handed circularly polarized (RHCP/LHCP) radiation. Both off-diagonal components of Eq. (2) appear in the expressions for S 2 and S 3 . This correlation between crosspolarized components is specified by the normalized coherence function between crosspolarized states:
In order to obtain a finite component of CP in the polarization spectrum of the thermally emitted field, the value of Eq. (5) must be non-zero and imaginary. Thus, the correlation of cross-polarized field components is absolutely necessary for CP emission. Radiative emission from a structure that is thermally excited can be thought of as a stochastic process by which the current density on the surface of the structure takes on random magnitudes, phases, and directions at each instance of excitation [29] [30] [31] . Thus, to portray the electromagnetic fields that arise from thermal excitation, one has to consider the fluctuational electrodynamics of the problem. In the case of polarized thermal emission from a planar periodic FSS, the elements of the coherence matrix of Eq. (2) can be fully determined from the Fluctuation-Dissipation Theorem (FDT) [3, 9, 10, [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . The FDT was used to analytically verify the extreme narrowband coherent emission behavior of surface-relief gratings that support p-polarized surface-wave modes [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . However, the implications of the FDT are not favorable for broadband CP emission. First of all, the FDT negates any cross-correlation of field components, even over finite-dimension geometries [31, 32] of the FSS unit cell. This is equivalent to saying that the normalized coherence function of Eq. (5) will always result in a value of 0, since orthogonal current modes from random thermal excitations will be completely uncorrelated in phase [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . Secondly, there is no intrinsic anisotropy in the planar FSS that would allow for CP emission. Since the dimensions associated with the thermal-excitation process are within the electron-scattering length, the associated anisotropy would be required to exist within that same length scale, which is approximately the Fermi electron wavelength of the radiating material [33] . Thus, the FDT results in zero correlation between orthogonal current and field modes, even for finite subwavelength structures. Finally, for any structure that emits broadband radiation, the transverse coherence length becomes inherently smaller as the span of operational frequencies becomes larger [2, 3, 29, 33] . This is a consequence of the Wiener-Khinchin theorem and Fourier transform laws of the mutual coherence function of a thermal electromagnetic field. As one expands the spectral domain considered, the respective correlation length must decrease [2, 28, 29] . Thus, from a theoretical standpoint it appears that CP thermal emission from a purely planar FSS structure is not allowed. However, we will design a multilayer FSS that is able to avoid these constraints and provide a significant amount of broadband CP radiation in the IR.
FSS designs for investigating broadband CP emission
Considering the fundamental limitations imposed by the FDT on the functionality of thermally emissive CP FSS arrays, our goal for the investigation of FSS designs is two-fold: 1) experimentally demonstrate the implications of the FDT regarding CP emission, and 2) design a multilayer FSS that avoids the constraints of the FDT, and emits significant broadband CP radiation. We choose the wavelength range of interest as the long-wave infrared (LWIR) 8-12 μm band. The first set of devices was designed in the ANSYS High Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS), a full-wave finite-element solver that models FSS structures through the use of Floquet ports [34] . We investigated two planar FSS designs that were simulated and fabricated to demonstrate the implications of the FDT. Figures 1 a) and b) illustrate the unit cells for both FSS designs. Each FSS was comprised of Titanium (Ti) elements modeled on top of a 1.2-μm thick layer of Benzocyclobutene (BCB), on a reflective Aluminum (Al) groundplane (Fig. 1 c) . The polarized emissivity from both designs was computed by calculating the power reflection coefficient at normal incidence, using Kirchhoff"s law to determine the emissivity corresponding to each polarization state [30, [35] [36] [37] . The spectral emissivity for a purely reflective device is given as
where λ the wavelength of radiation, A and R are the absorptivity and reflectivity of the composite metamaterial, and Τ is the temperature in Kelvin of the emissive structure. To obtain the polarization components of the Stokes vector, given by Eq. (4), the polarized emissivity coefficients are determined as ,, 1, 45 45 1, R
,, 1.
Once these are obtained, the Stokes vector components are readily available via direct insertion of the above expressions into Eq. (4). Figure 2 illustrates the simulated Stokes parameters that were calculated by HFSS for the planar FSS designs shown in Fig. 1 . Simulation by HFSS does not account for fluctuational electrodynamics and assumes absolute correlation between orthogonal field components of the thermally emitted radiation, which is contrary to the FDT even for the subwavelength geometries of the proposed designs in Fig. 1 . With this assumed coherence, Fig. 2 shows that the spiral elements reveal a high degree of RHCP indicated by the near-unity value of S 3 , whereas the L-shaped wedge elements emit a broad spectral signature of 45° linear-polarized radiation (S 2 = 1). We will see in the measurements of these structures that the assumptions of the FDT are verified, and this polarization behavior is not observed experimentally.
To design a structure that can emit CP radiation in spite of the constraints imposed by the FDT, we begin with a wire-grid polarizer in contact with the thermal source. We have previously demonstrated [25] that such a structure emits primarily LP radiation when thermally excited. This LP characteristic does not require any cross-polarized coherence, and thus does not contradict the FDT. As shown in Fig. 3 , there is a dielectric standoff layer between this grid and a meanderline layer [38, 39] , which is designed to give quarter-wave plate (QWP) behavior. The grid and the meanderline layer are oriented at 45°. The meanderline FSS generates CP radiation in transmission by splitting equal components of 45° LP radiation, and imposing a 90° phase shift between the two orthogonal field components. 
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We use a silica aerogel as the dielectric layer. This is a porous material with extremely low thermal conductivity [40] [41] [42] , which acts as a thermal barrier between the active thermal source and the top layer of metal comprising the meanderline. Recent time domain thermoreflectance (TDTR) analyses of similarly prepared aerogel thin films have reported thermal conductivity values of 0.05-0.35 W/m-K [43, 44] . For the films used in this study, a thermal conductivity of ~0.053 W/m-K is expected [44] , roughly double the conductivity of an air gap, which is sufficient for obtaining a finite thermal gradient over the thickness of the aerogel dielectric layer. Therefore, the primary reason for the inclusion of silica aerogel films is to maintain a steady-state temperature difference between the thermal source and the meanderline while enabling sufficient power transmission through the structure. As shown on Fig. 4 , the optical constants of silica aerogel permit ample transmission throughout most of the LWIR band. Fig. 4 . Optical constants of silica aerogel measured by infrared ellipsometry [45] .
We have observed that meanderline structures have a strong LP component of thermal emission, polarized along the long direction of the wires. Thus, measurements will show both CP and LP emission. To emphasize the CP emission that is transmitted by the meanderline, it is desirable to lower the temperature of the top layer, compared to that of the wire grid.
FSS fabrication
The FSS elements depicted in Fig. 1 were fabricated on a dielectric standoff layer of BCB above a reflective metallic Al groundplane. Initially, the Al groundplane layer was deposited on the polished side of a single-sided-polished (SSP) silicon (Si) wafer. Afterwards, a coating of BCB totaling 1.2 μm in thickness was spun on and cured on top of the Al groundplane. The Ti-metal resonant elements seen in Fig. 5 were written using a Leica EBPG 5000 + e-beam lithography system, and finished with a liftoff process. The structure shown in Fig. 3 was fabricated in a similar fashion. As before, a plasmacleaned SSP Si wafer was utilized for the fabrication of the entire structure, with the linearpolarized emissive wire-grid array elements being directly patterned and metalized with Al on the polished side of the Si wafer. The wire elements were exposed with a 0.5 μm linewidth and an array pitch of 1 μm. Afterwards, the aerogel layer was deposited on to the patterned wire-grid surface by using a layer-by-layer spin-coating technique. The silica aerogel formula was of quite low viscosity, necessitating multiple 1500-rpm spin-coating steps to deposit the required thickness of aerogel, which was around 1 μm. Then the stack was baked at 120° C for 10 minutes to drive out the ethanol solvent, leaving the porous silica-aerogel film. To cap and planarize the resulting porous surface, a layer of BCB approximately 350 nm thick was spun on to the aerogel film, and cured. As shown schematically in Fig. 6 , the BCB penetrates into the surface of the silica aerogel, but then prohibits any further flow into the aerogel film. This procedure provided a surface suitable for the lithographic steps required to fabricate the meanderline elements on top of the BCB capping layer. The dimensions of the single-layer Al meanderline structure are given as annotations on the SEM micrograph, Fig. 7 . Although two or more meanderline layers could have been used to provide better CP transmission [39] , we found it difficult to fabricate more than one layer on top of the aerogel film. This was caused by a tendency toward surface cracking upon deposition of any successive dielectric films or metalized layers. The elements were fabricated via e-beam lithography and patterned with metallic Al.
Broadband polarimetric characterization
The fabricated FSSs were then characterized using broadband imaging polarimetry. This technique serves to filter particular states of polarization through specific combinations and orientations of analyzing polarizers and quarter-wave plate optical components [22] [23] [24] 26] . The main objective of such methods is to directly image the state of polarization on the focalplane array (FPA) of an 8-12 μm camera (EMX uncooled LWIR imager, model # 01031), thus analyzing the detected irradiance into components associated with a given state of polarization. The setup for this polarization-based imaging (Fig. 8 ) is similar to a configuration for measuring the Stokes parameters, with the proviso that the polarization components must be broadband, consistent with the spectral bandwidth of the camera. The purpose of the planar FSS designs was to verify the validity of the FDT, such that crosspolarized thermal emission would ultimately be suppressed. The data shown on Table 1 clearly illustrates the lack of correlation between orthogonal surface currents, since the Lshaped wedge element array results in mostly unpolarized radiation, and the circular spiral elements emit negligible CP radiation. Thus, we have experimentally verified that the orthogonal field components are uncorrelated, and that thermal emission of CP radiation is not feasible with a planar structure. The data for the multilayer CP FSS structure incorporating the aerogel isolation layer shows a strong LP emission, which is expected from thermal excitation of the meanderline wires. However, the DOCP for this structure is also significant, at 28%. To our knowledge, this is the first time that a thermally emitted CP signature was obtained over a broad spectrum using planar multilayer FSS structures.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have studied the polarized thermal emission properties of planar periodic FSS structures, specifically in their ability to emit CP radiation that can be detected by broadband imaging polarimetry. We found that, consistent with the FDT, purely planar structures in thermal contact with an elevated-temperature source did not exhibit any significant correlation between cross-polarized components, rendering these structures unable to emit broadband CP radiation. However, we also found that a combination of an LPemitting wire grid and a transmissive meanderline QWP layer for converting LP to CP yielded a 28% DOCP. The performance of the measured device for radiation of broadband CP depended on an aerogel thermal isolation layer, which allowed a steady-state temperature difference between the LP-radiating grid, and the LP-radiating meanderline layers. Further improvement of the DOCP may be possible with refinement of the silica aerogel process. If thicker layers could be deposited without surface fracturing, then a larger steady-state temperature difference could be maintained, with consequently higher DOCP and lower DOLP.
